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Slide 1: 

Hello. I’m Michael Ford 

I would like to say thank you to Dana McKinley and the members of the African American Student Union 
for inviting me to speak today.  

Slide 2:  

This presentation is based a series of past lectures and seminars delivered at various colleges, 
universities and conferences which I will mention throughout the presentation.  

Additional information on the topics discussed during the presentation can be found on my blog at 
www.brandnudesign.com. 

The blog is dedicated to stimulating discourse on hip hop architecture in academia, practice and popular 
culture.  

Slide 3: 

Before we discuss hip hop architecture, I think it’s important that we briefly discuss the current state of 
hip hop and hip hoppers. To do that, let’s listen to:  

Yasiin Bey (Mos Def) – “Fear Not Man” 

Slide 4: 

“Fear Not Man” Song Lyrics 

Slide 5: 

Author Tricia Rose said: 

We have arrived at a landmark moment in modern culture when a solid segment (if not a majority) of an 
entire generation of African American youth understands itself as defined primarily by a musical, 
cultural form. Despite the depth of young black people’s love for the blues, jazz, and R&B throughout 
various periods in the twentieth century, no generation has ever dubbed itself the R &B generation or 
the “jazz generation”. 

With that, I can proudly say, I AM Hip Hop.  

Hip Hop is more than music, it’s beyond entertainment, and it is a way of life.  

The hip hop generation is in search of a deeper, more encompassing understanding of our culture, 
outside of the corporate monopoly on its elements. We, the hip hop generation, use our professional 
arenas to explore the factors which contributed to the formation of our culture and use our professional 
arenas to bring our cultural elements to new venues.  

Slide 6: 

Quest Love, in his series, How Hip Hop Has Failed Black America, asked a question; 

Hip Hop Architecture, What the hell is that?  
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I’m excited that Quest Love asked the question. Simply because I have dedicated the better part of my 
academic career and my entire professional career to exploring this topic. 

Hip Hop has established itself as a gravitas culture that crosses borders of race, ethnicity, class, religion 
and professions. Members of the hip hop generation carry the residue of the culture into all spaces they 
inhabit and their individual works are seasoned with the flavor of hip hop.  

And architecture is not exempt.  

The question is not, “what is hip hop architecture”, but “what will be the influence of the hip hoppers 
who are trained as architects on the world?” 

Slide 7: 

Before I share examples of hip hop architecture, I want to show what’s not hip hop architecture.  

The video acknowledges hip hop’s gravitas culture and its ability to bring attention to topics. However, 
the video looks at hip hop as nothing more than an attention grabbing gimmick. 

This is the first video of a three part series which I encourage you to watch, in your free time.  

As we explore hip hop architecture, it’s imperative that we separate the terms and explore the 
meanings of both architecture and hip hop independently.  

I will start with an exploration of architecture.  

Slide 8: 

Goethe simply describes architecture as frozen music” 

Slide 9: 

Careers.org describes architecture as: 

The imaginative blend of art & science in the design of environments for people.  

Slide 10 

Frank Lloyd Wright said: 

The mother art is architecture. Without an architecture of our own, we have no soul of our own 
existence.  

Slide 11: 

Karsten Harries, professor of Philosophy at Yale University states: 

Like language, architecture is on one hand a product of human activity while on the other it helps to 
create the environment which gives shape to man’s activities. To build is to help decide how man is to 
dwell on earth or indeed whether he is to dwell on it at all… 

As architects, rather consciously or subconsciously, we create the environments which influence social 
interactions. Ultimately, we create incubators for the development of culture. It is my belief that we as 
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architects and urban planners have an ethical responsibility to make conscious decisions which promote 
cultural and social welfare for the inhabitants of our spaces.  

Slide 12: 

Now we will take a look at hip hop.  

Hip hop is composed of four foundational elements.  

Slide 17: 

The widely accepted 5th element of hip hop is knowledge. This relates to Mos Def in the opening. 

As this hip hop generation has better access to educational resources and the internet, it’s only right 
that the 5th element is knowledge. Hip Hop during its inception was referred to as the Black CNN, if you 
wanted to know what’s happening in urban America, listen to the golden era of hip hop.  

Slide 18: 

This presentation focuses on urban culture’s influence on the architectural 
profession through three interconnected realms: academic research, professional 
practice and media.  

Slide 19: 

Does Hip Hop Architecture allow us, hip hop architects, to join the hip hoppers currently documenting 
hip hop history, or should I say H.E.R.Story?  

Can we use hip hop as a lens to explore architectural history and theory from a new perspective.  

Slide 20: 

Can we add to the research of Nelson George and his book? 

Notes on Post-Soul Black Culture 

Slide 21: 

Can we add to the research of Tricia Rose and her book? 

The Hip Hop Wars 

Slide 22: 

Can we add to the research of MK Asante and his book, “BUCK”or “It’s Bigger than Hip Hop, The Rise of 
the Post Hip Hop Generation” 

Slide 23: 

Throughout my years of research, I have assembled a small library of books on hip hop culture, ranging 
from auto biographies to children’s picture books. I begin to notice reoccurring themes in most 
academic books about hip hop history, for example, in “Black Noise”, written in 1994 by Tricia Rose, 
among other things, described urban renewal, Robert Moses, the construction of the Cross Bronx 
Expressway, Benign Neglect, the displacement of 170,000 Bronx residents and various social policies 
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which changed the physical and sociological landscape of the South Bronx, eventually necessitating the 
birth of hip hop culture.   

Slide 24: 

Jeff Chang’s, “Can’t Stop Won’t Stop, A History of the Hip Hop Generation “, discusses the same 
conditions expressed by Rose which lead to the birth of hip hop culture. Chang adds, “In 1970 NY 
Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan wrote a memo to President Nixon, in response to urban renewal 
challenges in the South Bronx: The time may have come, when the issue of race could benefit from a 
period of benign neglect” President Nixon responded: “I agree” This lead to unprecedented reductions 
in city services including, fire, police and garbage collection in the South Bronx.  

Chang goes on to note” Between 1973 and 1977 there were over 30,000 fires of abandonment. Over a 
10 year span over 43,000 housing units were lost which is the equivalent of 4 square blocks a week.  

Slide 25: 

Can we, the hip hop architects, take Tricia Rose’s and Jeff Chang’s research further? Can we add to the 
history of hip hop through our architectural lens? During the 2008 National NOMA Conference in 
Washington DC, I hosted a seminar titled Hip Hop Inspired Architecture. The seminar was based on my 
graduate thesis completed at University of Detroit during the 2005 / 2006 school year titled, “An 
Architecture Inspired by the Hip Hop Culture”. 

Slide 26: 

During the seminar I made the following claim, furthering Rose’s and Changs research: 

Along with the original forefathers of hip hop, DJ Kool Herc, Afrika Bambaattaa, Grand Master Flash and 
The SugarHill Gang, depending upon who you talk to, Robert Moses and LeCorbusier are Forefathers of 
Hip Hop Culture. 

This is not a means of taking credit away from the brothers and sisters who created hip hop but a 
method to make a sustaining narrative which links architecture and hip hop based on historical facts.  

This narrative brings the seldom told history of the systematic destruction of working-class and poor 
African American communities to the forefront of discussion in academic spaces. Ultimately halting 
historical discourse and acceptance of black ghetto existence solely because of the “cultural behaviors” 
of black and brown people, while exposing both the conscious efforts of our profession to absolve the 
most powerful shapers of society, architects, from any responsibility.   

This statement peaks the interest of architects, who are well versed in LeCorbusier’s body of work, but 
not its relationship to hip hop culture. And it peaks the interest of hip hoppers who know the history of 
hip hop culture, and its’ fore fathers but just as the architects, are not aware of LeCorbusier and Moses’ 
relationship to hip hop.  

I wanted to add to the story, go beyond Robert Moses, and look at the individual who inspired him.  
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Slide 27: 

In 2009 this would become the basis for an Interview article I had published by UPenn’s Unspoken 
Borders: Ecologies of Inequality titled “What is Hip Hop Architecture”. Last year (2014) it become the 
basis of Sekou Cooke’s article The Fifth Pillar, A Case for Hip Hop Architecture, published in Harvard’s 
Journal of African American Public Policy and later on Arch Daily.  

Slide 28: 

Le Corbusier’s two schemes for modern town planning focused on the center of Paris, popularly referred 
to as “Towers in a park” were unrealized visions which would eventually become the deciding factor of 
how a large portion of inner city inhabitants would dwell on earth.  

Designed to provide a solution to overcrowding, urban pollution, and an effective means for separating 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  LeCorbusier sought not only to provide residents with a better lifestyle, 
but he also sought to use architecture as a vessel to create a better society.  

Corbusier referred to the architecture of The City of Tomorrow as a machine.  

Slide 29: 

His original plan among other things provided: 

Greenspace, as his structures would cover only 5% of the land.  

Fresh meat, vegetables and fruit would be available on the first floors of the tenement housing. 

Saving residents 30-40% on food costs which no longer required transport from farms.  

Organized recreation, where dwellers were assigned times to participate in events such as tennis and 
soccer. 

Organized dinning and gatherings 

LeCourbuser believed his architecture could provide Freedom to the working class through order 

Public transition hub 

Immediate access to employment.  

Slide 30: 

Le Corbusier’s plan received its fair share of criticisms preventing it from becoming nothing more than a 
mere vision during his life time. The review of Le Corbusier’s plan published in the French architectural 
magazine, L’Architecte, which during that time is comparable to Architecture Record today, presents an 
argument which speaks to the uncertainty of the social implementations of high density living and 
LeCorbusier’s machine like architecture.  

I argue that this 1925 criticism is a prediction of hip hop culture.  

“Is the next generation really destined to pass its existence in these immense geometrical barracks, living 
in standardized mass production houses with mass production furniture… 
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Slide 31: 

Their games, and by that I mean their recreations, are all based on the same model…Poor Creatures!  

Slide 32: 

What will they become in the midst of all this dreadful speed, this organization, this terrible uniformity?  

Slide 33: 

So much logic taken to its extreme limits, so much “science”, so much of the “mechanical” everywhere 
present and challenging one on every page and claiming its insolent triumph on every possible occasion  

Here is enough to disgust one for ever with “standardization” and to make one long for disorder.”  

Slide 34:  

Again, his plan was never implemented in Paris, but LeCorbusier did not put the idea behind him.  

In the book, LeCorbusier in America by Mardges Bacon  

LeCorbusier changes the intended inhabitants of his grand scheme.  

Slide 35: 

During Le Corbusier’s travels to America during the 1930’s, he became intrigued with African American 
culture, specifically jazz music. 

 “LeCorbusier’s intimate friendship with Josephine Baker helped him to appreciate the character of the 
African American and gain firsthand information on the discrimination faced by blacks in America.  

By the 1930’s he was predisposed to look upon African America culture as a nobler one.  

Slide 36: 

“LeCorbusier assigned special significance to African Americans because they were part of the 
underclass, because their cultural heritage had helped to shape the development of modernism, and 
because their present folk culture synthesized the modern and the ancient…it achieved a synthesis of 
the folk and the mechanical.  

Slide 37: 

He believed that unlike other groups in American society, blacks were predisposed to change… 

They were more open to new ideas.  

LeCorbusier stated, “In reality these Americans had the most to gain by change and renewal.”  

Slide 38: 

During his visits to America, Corbusier frequented the jazz bars of cities such as New York and Detroit 
and his musings on black culture started to suggest a need for architecture to catch up to the 
innovations of black music. LeCorbusier said: 
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“Negro music has touched America because it is the melody of the soul joined with the rhythm of the 
machine. It is in two-part time; tears in the heart; movement of the legs, torso, arms and head.  

The music of the era of construction; innovating. It floods the body and heart; it floods the USA and it 
floods the world...jazz is more advanced than the architecture. If architecture were at the point reached 
by jazz, it would be an incredible spectacle…”  

He added, if they had brought about a spiritual and cultural “reformation” in music, other outside forces 
could bring about a reformation in architecture.” 

Slide 39: 

In the conclusion of his book, “The City of Tomorrow and Its Planning”, Le Corbusier states that it’s a 
“great pity” that his plans do not take into account the various complexities including financial figures 
and required compromises which could further validate his position. He added that he is convinced that 
both the figures and the compromises are positives and will not negatively affect society.  

He wrote his wish for someone else, who he described as a specialist to come and implement his plans 
for modern town planning. New York City developer, Robert Moses must have taken Corbusier’s self-
criticism as a direct invitation to pull the plan forward.  

Between the 1930 and the late 1960s Moses, a very powerful city planner, executed a number of public 
works projects, highways, parks and housing projects that significantly reshaped the profile of New York 
City.  

During one of Moses’ largest projects, the Cross Bronx Expressway which started in 1959 and cut directly 
through the center of the most heavily populated work class areas in the Bronx, he turned to Le 
Corbusier’s Tower in a Park scheme to deal with displaced residents and “supposed” slum clearance 
during construction.  

Slide 40: 

Sampling and remixing have played integral roles in hip hop since its inception. Early DJ’s perfected the 
extraction of portions of songs which evoked savory emotions from its listeners. Commonly referred to 
as “break beats”, those extracted samples were looped, stuttered, sped up, slowed down reconfigured 
and extended ultimately aiding hip hop’s “break dancers” or producing new songs altogether.  

Moses and the housing projects as we know them today, were an extracted sample of LeCorbusier’s 
Modern Town planning which originally included social, political and economic resources.  

Robert Moses extracted a sample, the physical architecture itself, from Le Corbusier’s visions for the City 
of Tomorrow. He ignored the vast number of elements Le Corbusier cited as necessary for such schemes 
to be successful, which at its core centered on not displacing residents and providing social and 
economic amenities which could better the lives of the working class.  

Moses, extracted a sample which unlike hip hoppers extractions, did not resonate within people’s souls. 
The “Tower in a Park” scheme was heavily criticized thus never implemented in Paris. Moses decided to 
loop this bad sample over and over, throughout the Bronx.  
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That architectural sample would eventually become the standard for low income public housing across 
the country.  

Slide 41: 

In 2007 the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation officially recognized 
1520 Sedgwick Ave as the birthplace of Hip Hop. 1520 was built at the suggestion of Robert Moses and is 
located along the Cross Bronx Expressway. It is based on the “tower in a Park” scheme by LeCorbusier 

Slide 42:  

Photographed here is Tiffany Brown, of Hamilton Anderson Associates in Detroit, Michigan as she led 
the demolition of the Brewster Towers she is a part of a new generation of practitioners rising from the 
dust. These practitioners identify themselves as the hip hop generation, a culture born from the very 
architecture she is eradicating. 

As the first publically funded housing project for African Americans and the arguably one of the first 
samplings of Le Corbusier’s “Tower in a Park” concept falls, it allows this new body of architects to 
investigate Corbusier’s ultimate hypothesis, the synthesis of black music and architecture.  

Slide 43: 

As many of these modernist developments across America face demolition, it is now time for us, the hip 
hop architects to investigate the implications of the architecture through a hip hop lens.  

Slide 44: 

As we investigate hip hop architecture, rather through architectural professional practice or academia 
it’s imperative that we incorporate the original elements within our efforts.  

Slide 45: 

For example, we can use the golden area hip hop MC’s  lyrics as post occupancy reports of urban 
America’s inhabitance of modernists’ visions.  

This is a study I titled Urban Reality vs Urban Renewal.  

Slide 46 

The following video is from the PBS Documentary exploring the career of Robert Moses. In this video, 
the narrator, describes one of Robert Moses’ solution to slum housing and overcrowding, Stivenson 
Town. Take a listen to the description of the architecture, landscape and the predicted social 
implications of the design on the inner city.  

Slide 47: 

Grandmaster Flash’s “The Message” tells a completely different story about the execution of this 
architecture coupled with the economic, political and social deprivations instituted within its walls in the 
inner city.  
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Slide 48: 

“The Message” with lyrics.  

Slide 49: 

As an annual guest lecturer at the University of Wisconsin - I recall a barbershop discussion to frame a 
mini lecture series and assignment for students. Using the lyrics the lyrics of Jay-Z’s single, “Picasso 
Baby” I introduce UW-Madison students to architecture and the fine arts.  

The cross disciplinary course, titled “Remix & Appropriation” instructed by Dr. Sean Peters, was a 
partnership between the Integrated Liberal Studies Department, Office of Multicultural Arts Initiatives 
and First Wave, one of the nations’ largest publicly funded hip hop arts  program at any institution.  

Slide 50: 

Students are given a folder of seemingly unrelated images of art and architecture. 

I challenged the students to not only name the images but also identify their relationships to each other.  

This remains a challenge for students until I play Jay Z’s Picasso Baby, which is saturated with art 
references. Once students hear the Picasso Baby beat drop, instantly they are able to go through the 
folder and name each of the images.  

Slide 51: 

The lecture concludes with students extracting 16 bars from the various architectural and art images to 
create and present physical representation of Picasso Baby.  

Slide 52: 

Here is an example one of the students, Gretchen Carvajal work.  

Slide 53: 

Here is another example of a student’s work titled “Face Forward” which was described as: 

A representation of the many faces which make up America and the appropriate way to tackle diversity. 
The strips are woven together making the following statement: 

To overcome social issues amongst diverse individuals, we must not simply seek to coexist in space, but 
find overlapping similarities which allow our lives to become woven and see the strength and beauty we 
are able to exhibit as a unit.  

Slide 54: 

In this photo is Kouyate Toure, who completed his thesis titled San Diego’s New School of Design titled 
Building Bridges of Connectivity Through Hip Hop Influenced Architecture is pictured holding Dr Craig 
Wilkins “The  Aesthetics of Equity” one of the first books publications on hip hop architecture.  

In his book Wilkins, among other ideas, provides an immediate location for hip hop architects to 
operate, their own communities.  
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“Remedies such as redistribution of property and an individual’s right to occupy unimproved land must 
be reaffirmed and widely employed, particularly when the land is wasted, lying dormant unimproved by 
labor and causing harm to its neighbors and community.”  

When transformed of by graffiti artists I deem these spaces natural hip hop environments.  

Slide 55: 

The recently demolished 5 points, the graffiti Mecca of the world, is what I deem a natural hip hop 
environment 

Slide 56: 

After serving as a prison, in Berlin, the Kunsthaus Tacheles was taken over by graffiti artist but now 
houses a contemporary art museum and is no longer a graffiti destination in Berlin.  

Slide 57: 

Architects and planners are attempting to recreate these natural environments through planning.  

Dan Gilbert, the owner of Quicken Loans, the Cleveland Cavaliers and half of Downtown Detroit recently 
completed “The Z”. Gilbert commissioned 27 street artists to come and create murals on each level of 
the parking structure.  

Slide 61: 

Does Hip Hop Architecture liberate graffiti from its temporal, 2 dimensional, aesthetic application. 

This project, the Hive by ITN Architects in Melbourne is the collaboration of a Melbourne graffiti artist 
and an architect, Zvi Beling and has been publicized and highly debated as being the first hip hop 
structure constructed. The project makes the graffiti a structural element incapable of being removed 
from its façade. It’s the permanent tag, incapable of being burned, or written over.  

One criticism of the project is the use of graffiti is very literal, simply an extrusion of text at best.  

Slide 62: 

Does hip hop architecture allow us to explore this concept further, taking graffiti from the wall to a 
tangible, physical object? In this study the throw up, or tag is lifted from the face of the wall and 
becomes an object within the space.  

Slide 63: 

Does Hip Hop Architecture allow us to apply that knowledge element to the four foundational elements 
by investigating the structural stability of breakers? (Study sketches by artist Florian Nicole) 

If breakers are able to hold breaks, there must be structural integrity which can be captured and applied 
to the design of items in our physical environment.  

Slide 64: 

Here is the frame of a chair, inspired by the structural stability of breakers. 
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Slide 65: 

Breakdance Chair Image  

Slide 66: 

Is that chair flexible? Hip Hop architecture must not be stagnant it must allow for multiple programmatic 
uses. In this case, the chair is laid flat and glass is added to convert the element into a coffee table.  

Slide 67: 

Is hip hop architecture, simply hip hop icons practicing architecture?  

Slide 68: 

Pharrell Williams’’ book, Places and Spaces I’ve Been, he describes his involvement in a variety of art and 
architectural projects, including furniture and jewelry designs.  

Slide 69: 

In his book, he interviews Zaha Hadid, and during that interview, they agree to create low income, 
prefabricated structures. Is it possible that Pharrell was going to discuss this at the 2014 National AIA 
Convention in Chicago where he was invited to be the keynote speaker? Unfortunately Pharrell had to 
decline his invitation, leaving us to wonder what his presentation would have been.  

Slide 70: 

Pharrell teamed with Oppenheim Architects to design the Pharrell Williams Resource Center in his 
hometown of Virginia.  

Slide 71: 

Pharell is looking to combat some of the mishaps of modernists town planning and provide the 
resources and amenities which were eliminated from the architecture hopefully provided the tools 
needed for inner city dwellers to overcome some of the alignments of their environment.  

Slide 72: 

Before, NWA took the world by storm, Ice Cube’s mother told him the group would not be successful, 
the music was too vulgar and he needs to develop a fall back plan. Ice Cube completed technical school 
for architectural drafting just before NWA became internationally known.  

Slide 73: 

Pacific Standard Time and the Eames Foundation, in their “Celebrate Eames” campaign reached out to 
Ice Cube to recreate an Eames poster.  

Slide  74: 

Here is the remixed poster, Ice Cube in the same position and chair as Eames. The “Celebrate Eames” 
campaign includes a video narrated by Ice Cube about Eames.  
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Slide 75: 

Another hip hop icon working within the architectural profession is Jay Z. As Jay Z became partial owners 
of the New Jersey Nets, Frank Gehry became the designer of the Barclays Center as the Nets prepared to 
move to Brooklyn. As we all know, he did not finish the project, the final design and construction was 
executed by Shop Architects. But there were a few interesting encounters between Jay Z and Frank 
Gehry. 

Slide 76: 

Gehry recalls his first time meeting Jay Z: 

"I met this guy Jay Z years ago. I sat next to him at lunch, and I didn’t know much about bippity boppity. I 
said to him, who was the first rapper? I didn’t know what else to say. He gave me a few names that 
sounded like bippity boppity, and I said, “Would you consider James Joyce?” He said, “Who dat?” So I 
sent him a complete works of James Joyce. It sounds pure rap. " 

Can we, the hip hop architects, create better narratives for these two worlds to discuss?  

Slide 77: 

I would provide Jay Z with this information, instead of James Joyce. As Jay Z listed not only his favorite 
rappers, but the first rappers, Gehry went back to him and said James Joyce was possibly the first 
rapper. So as we look at Frank Gehry’s favorite practitioners, LeCorbusier and Pablo Picasso, should we 
call them the Negrophilacs?  

“The word negrophilia is derived from the French negrophilie which literally means love of the Negro.  

“It was a term that avant-garde artists used amongst themselves to describe their passion for black 
culture. Negrophilia was a craze in 1920s Paris, when to collect African art, to listen to jazz and to dance 
the Charleston, the Lindy Hop or the Black Bottom was a sign of being fashionable.” 

Would we know Cubism as we do today, if not for Picasso’s introduction to African Art?  

Would Art Deco, which was coined by LeCorbusier, exist today if not for the Avante Garde’s infatuation 
with black culture?  

Slide 78: 

To conclude this presentation I would like to look at Remix, Reuse and Layering as the basic principles of 
hip hop architecture.  
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Slide 78: 

Black History Mobile Museum  

Started by Khalid El-Hakim 

The mobile museum is a repurposed trailer that takes black history, focusing on hip hop culture and the 
civil rights, around the country to the people. Instead of the traditional museums which requires people 
to come to its location. 

It has been endorsed by KRS-One as the official mobile museum of hip hop.  

Khalid originally from Detroit, often makes visits to school districts across the county which are facing 
budget issues and cutting back on art programs, field trips or simply do not have African American Study 
programs.  

Slide 79: 

Al Wissam Furniture 

Is hip hop architecture remixing modernism with urban flair? In this project I juxtaposed the Swan chair, 
by Arne Jacobsen with the leather textiles of Al Wissam, the most popular clothing designer in Metro 
Detroit and a staple in Detroit’s hip hop community.  

I have joined with Al Wissam to remix classic architectural furnishings with street fashion to create a 
unique, limited edition furniture line which remixes modernism. 

Slide 80 

Urban Sociology vs Same Gang  

Finally could we look at the research of John B Calhoun, a behavioral researcher who studied population 
density and its effects on behavior as a prediction of urban America’s response to modernists’ visions of 
new town planning? His research gave birth to urban sociology as we know it today.  

During the 1930’s Calhoun studied the behavior of lab mice under conditions of overcrowding and 
controlled resources.  

He eventually made parallels between the activities of his study subjects to humans. He predicted that 
overcrowding was in the future for the human race, and based on his research models, violence was a 
part of that future.  

He coined the term behavioral sink, which he uses to describe the abnormal behaviors in overcrowded 
population situations and term “beautiful ones” to describe passive individuals who withdrew for all 
social interaction.  

Can we take a look at hip hop’s anti-violence movement which is a response to gang violence resulting 
from overcrowding and limited resources across the American landscape?  

In the song Same Gang, produced by Dr. Dre in 1990, featuring the top hip hop artists and rappers from 
the West Coast, Humpty from digital underground says… 
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I’m in a rage, because other races say we act like rats in a cage.  

I created an interesting juxtaposition of videos.  

I will take a seat as this video plays.  

 

IN CONCLUSION 

Will hip hop architecture allow us, the beautiful ones, to transcend the limitations which typically 
encumber minority practitioners from succeeding in architecture in mass numbers?  

I want to be clear that I re-appropriated Calhoun’s “beautiful ones” to describe hip hop in a positive 
way, and not the negative descriptions he assigns to the “beautiful ones”. 

Will hip hop architecture curricula be the vessel which increases the recruitment and retention rates for 
minorities in architecture schools?  

 

Will hip hop architecture allow minority students and young practitioners to make immediate 
contributions to the field of architecture, instantly raising the visibility of minority practitioners as a 
whole?  

It is my hope that we, the beautiful ones, the hip hop generation, will champion this new vernacular and 
rely on our love for hip hop coupled with knowledge to build our communities and increase the number 
of minority practitioners.  
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